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MedixSafe, a leading manufacturer in the access control cabinet market, is pleased to introduce 

the KARE XL. The 36”H x 14”W x 9”D Key Access Ready Enclosure has an increased key 

storage capacity of 192 – 224, depending on the configuration. It’s an ideal solution for dealers 

and integrators to specify for security directors and end users of all kinds to safeguard - and track 

access to - sensitive keys. KARE XL connects to an existing access control system and features 

an HID or Multi Class reader that will read iClass, RFID and Mifare cards. A key override is 

built right into the electronic lock.  

 

It has a Wiegand output, so KARE XL can be easily connected to any access control panel. It 

gives the user control over their keys by limiting access only to authorized users and also 

provides an audit trail of who has accessed keys and when. This next generation KARE offering 

was created in response to increasing customer demand for a KARE cabinet with an even greater 

capacity to store critical keys. 

 

The KARE XL comes with 224 colorful key tags with large clear windows for labels. Included 

are 224 Key Tag Holders which can hold multiple keys or sets of keys. Each key tag snaps open, 

so that names and/or numbers of keys can be inserted for easy identification.  

 

"MedixSafe is committed to delivering the very best in key control to safeguard critical contents, 

including keys, pharmaceuticals, guns and other sensitive items that require an access control 

solution," says Jim Turner, President, MedixSafe. "The KARE XL can be connected to an access 

control system, and users can use their own existing access control cards and software to control 

who has access to the cabinet." For more information, please visit http://medixsafe.com/ or call 

1-855-633-4972. 

  

ABOUT MEDIXSAFE: A leader in the access control cabinet market, MedixSafe began 

designing and manufacturing narcotics control cabinets in 2008. The first narcotics control 

cabinets were designed for the EMS market to be used in ambulances. Based on customer 

requests, MedixSafe designed and built different sized cabinets to meet their varying needs. 

MedixSafe caters to the key control needs of doctors, dentists, veterinarians, university research 

departments and schools of medicine, hospitals, wildlife management services, the U.S. Army, 

http://medixsafe.com/


U.S. Navy, helicopter companies, gold mines, animal hospitals, Indian reservations, pharmacies, 

and more. For more information, visit http://medixsafe.com/  
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